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YUVAL AVITAL



Y U V A L  A V I TA L

Born in Jerusalem in 1977 and living in Milan, 
multimedia artist, composer and guitarist Yuval 
Avital develops his works in a variety of  spaces, 
including public venues, industrial archaeological 
sites, theatres and museums, challenging the 
traditional crystallized categories that separate 
the arts. 

In his exhibitions, performances, immersive installa-
tions, total-operas, large-scale musical ‘rituals’,  and 
concerts one can find dancers, contemporary music 
ensembles, masters of  ancient cultures, recruited 
individuals or communities, multi-video projections, 
meditative tactile ambients, advanced technological 
instruments, scientific data, Sound-Sculptures and 
printed artworks.

Each of  Avital’s artworks is a unique experiential, 
poetic and emotional microcosm with its own
identity, fruit of  a meticulous research carried out in 
a carefully coded language, confronting the 
reoccurring themes of  archetype and structure; 
ancestral and currant global-era human condition; 

nature and hybridity; ritual and science. 

SOUND AND VISUAL ART 

VARIATIONS ON HARMONIC TREMOR - 

solo exhibition composed of  427 prints, 8 

multimedia works and a new Sound-Sculpture.  

The Sicilian volcano Etna (second largest active 

volcano in the world), its harmonic tremor,

 landscape and human tissue is at the core of  the 

poetical journey-taken by Yuval, producing 

a large-scale exhibition presented as a vast fresco of  

images and sounds. (National Science and 

Technology Museum “Leonardo da Vinci , Milan; 

16 November - 10 December 2017);

ICON-SONIC POSTCARDS TRIPTYCH N.1 - 

REGGIO EMILIA POSTCARDS

Three parallel videos, 15 loudspeakers and 7 

light-boxes,  Over 170 people of  Reggio Emilia 

took part in the creation of  68 tableaux vivants a 

“postcard” which is a result of  a complimentary 

relation between an unpredicted environment and 

a directed and staged scene, a precise vocal 

indication and an intuitive interpretation. (Chiesa 

di San Carlo, Festival Aperto, Reggio Emilia 

October 15 - November 5, 2017);

OPEN FENCE - a massive Sound-Sculpture, of  

320 tubular bells, 64 meters long and 4 meters high, 

playable by 80 visitors simultaneously  (East End 

Studios, Milan; vernissage: 21 June 2017); 

THREE GRADES OF FOREIGNNESS -

 a 1500 sqm solo exhibition composed of  three 

installations and various artworks on the complex 

relationship between Man and Nature. The major 



installation, “Foreign Bodies”, is a polyptych of  7 

parallel projections 21 loudspeakers and of  over 8 

hours of  film and 9 of  soundtracks, entirely realized 

by the artist (Fabbrica del Cioccolato Art 

Foundation, Switzerland 2017); 

ALMA MATER - realized with the endorsement 

of  Expo 2015 e in collaboration with Michelangelo 

Pistoletto. Considered the largest sound installation 

in Italian history till now, the artwork covers an area 

of  1200sqm with a forest of  140 special 

loudspeakers created in different shapes and materi-

als by Architettura Sonora, projected performances 

by elder female étoiles from La Scala and live 

performances of  traditional lacemakers, including 

an especially-created floating light sculptures by 

Enzo Catellani (Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan 2015). 

This huge opera re-created the archetype of  the 

Mother, projecting images on the screen and 

spreading in space the voices of  grandmothers from 

all over the world. It was created in dialogue with a 

version of  Pistoletto’s Third Paradise, realized with 

local agricultural soil and placed on the floor at the 

center of  the installation. 

Other installations include SPACES UNFOLDED 

- a sound installation involving artificial intelligence 

systems and 120 sonic translations of  electro-

magnetic energy in space created in collaboration 

with NASA and ESA scientists and research 

centers (Bergamo 2012); a large-scale 

multimedia transformation of an entire train 

station (Ostiense) during the Notte Bianca di Roma 

(2007); UTOPIAS (Milan, 2016), a poetic 

investigation of  European vacation houses to which 

was dedicated a section in a recent Cambridge 

University Press publication (Gerald Cupchik, The 

Aesthetics of  Emotion, 2016); RIVERS - performance 

for a crowd of  refugees and loudspeakers 

(Cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto 2015); 

Packman vs. Escher - a sonic and movement 

score for 16 dancers (Biella 2007); Izaac & 

Deborah - a video/sound installation at Milan’s 

Triennale (2016); CORPO - an interactive dance-

video-sound installation for two dancers 

(Fondazione Pomodoro, Milan, 2010).

COMPOSITIONS AND CONCERTS 

Yuval is renowned for his “MASSIVE SONIC 

WORkS”, large-scale musical creations that involve 

numerous performers from different realities, from 

classical musicians to masters of  ancient traditions, 

to crowds of  non-musicians in the creation of  the 

“Crowd Music Ensembles”. 

Termed by Avital himself  in 2011, the name refers 

to the crowd as a huge anti-choir and is based on 

the active participation of  a big public, heteroge-

neous and not necessarily made of  even amateur 

musicians, guided by graphic and verbal scores of  

easy understanding. These compositions - that are 

almost a sonic ritual - give birth to an immersive 

experience, holophonic and heterophonic. 

To this group of  works belong: 

REQUIEM MONUMENTALE (Monumental 

Cemetery of  Milan, 14 May 2017), an event that 

includes two parallel scores, one for an marching 

brass band of  100 elements and the other for a 

choir of  14 independent voices, commissioned to 

celebrate the 150th anniversary of  the Monumental 

Cemetery of  Milan; 

REkA (V.1 - Warsaw Autumn Festival & MiTo 

SettembreMusica Milan, 2014; V.2 - Teatro 

Comunale Valli, Festival Aperto, Reggio Emilia 

2016), for 6 traditional vocal masters (expanding 

from a Tibetan Rinpoche Lama, a Mongolian throat 

singer and an epic Bukhara chanter and  to a post-

punk extended vocal artist), two percussions and 



2 crowd music ensembles - the first of  hundreds of  

voices and the second of  percussionists; 

kARAGATAN (Philippines, 2013) for 100 traditional 

gong and bamboo musicians from 11 countries from 

South East Asia;  GARON for 45 tubas, 6 percus-

sions, 3 opera directors, choir and live electronics, 

which was the ending event of  the Dirty Corner instal-

lation by Anish Kapoor (Milan, 2012); 

MISE EN ABÎME (RAI Studios, Milan, 2011) for 

a vocal crowd of  100 people (the first Crowd Music 

Ensemble), 34 accordions, soloists and 4 

conductors. 

Yuval has created and realized five “ICON-SONIC 

OPERAS”, - compositions of  a strong multimedia 

layering characterized by the tight co-existence of  

scores, various types of  electronic and electro-acoustic 

music, strong visual components and theatrical 

elements.  In these creations the artist finds 

a perfect synchrony between the original paradigm of  

the founders of  renaissance opera,  interpreted as ideal 

extension of  the multimedia ritual of  the Greek 

tragedy, and the credo of  Wagner’s Total Opera. 

In the icon-sonic operas the voice takes on the role of  

protagonist without though depending on lyrical 

technique: traditional singers, performers that use 

extended vocal techniques and non-musicians become 

bearers of  “arias” and soloists of  a “story-telling” 

that is not narrative but symbolical, structural and of  

research/investigation into a  definite cultural world. 

Among Avital’s icon-sonic operas figure: 

Fuga Perpetua (2016), in collaboration with the 

United Nations (UNHCR), whose protagonists are 

refugees (Teatro Comunale “L. Pavarotti”, Modena; 

Brighton Festival; NEAT Festival Nottingham, 2016 

and Tel Aviv Museum, 2017), The opera, composed 

for an ensemble, is an immersive 32-channels sound 

installation that includes a vocal crowd and projections 

of  31 refugees from Syria, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Sudan 

and other countries, whose interviews were especially 

made in Africa, Middle-East and Europe; 

NOISE FOR SYD (2013, Festival Aperto Reggio 

Emilia), in memory of  Syd Barrett, that includes 2 

dancers using also their voice, 7 musicians, 

scenography, digital and analogical projections, body 

painting, light show, and was realized in collaboration 

with some of  the major musical and artistic represen-

tatives of  Italian psychedelia; 

LEILIT (2011, Festival Roma-Europa), for 2 Keis 

(priests/cantors belonging to the Beta Israel, the 

Jewish-Ethiopian community), 7 accordions, 7 record-

ers, piano, video, electronics and Avital as a soloist 

improviser with classical and electric guitars. 

Leilit (in Geèz language=“night”) is a multi media 

nocturne, a journey from sunset to sunrise of  the Beta 

Israel culture, the protagonists of  this work. in Leilit 

there are several nocturnal paths - mystical through 

the presence of  the Keis - memorial through project-

ed interviews conducted by Avital of  the Beta Israel 

community and fantastic brought through lullabies & 

story-tellings;

SAMARITANS (MiTo SettembreMusica, Milan 2010) 

in which Avital involved priests and singers from one 

of  the most ancient peoples of  the Mediterranean, the 

Samaritans, who count barely 800 people among them 

and who had never - before 2010 - taken part in a con-

temporary artistic creation. The opera is composed of  

a choir of  Samaritans, an ensemble of  soloists, video, 

electronics and a poetic scenography, while the visual 

projected part was filmed in Israel, Italy and the West-

Bank in collaboration with LEAV of  the University 

of  Milan. In the same year SKY CLASSICA dedicated 

a documentary-film to this opera; 

kOLOT (2008, various Italian theatres) gathered 12 

traditional singers coming from Israel and belonging 

to different religions, ethnicities and cultures, an 

ensemble of  soloists, video and electronics following 

in parallel “classic”, graphic and verbal scores. 



Other musical operas without staging which belong to the icon-sonic world are: 

OTOT (2013), an icon-sonic symphony commissioned for the inauguration of  the 200th symphonic season 

of  Como’s Opera Theatre;  Silent Quartet (2014), for a string quartet, video and live electronics.

His compositions for chamber music and soloists have been performed by conductors, major ensembles 

and soloists such as Tempo Reale Ensemble, Meitar Ensemble, Lyskamm Quartet, Sandro Gorli, José Luis 

Gomez–Rios, Francesco Grigolo, Paolo De Gaspari, Maria Grazia Bellocchio, Maurizio Ben Omar, Dirk 

Hirthe, Eros Sabbatani, Seiko Tanaka, Sergio Scappini, Simone Beneventi and Giovanni Cospito.

GUITAR

Avital is also a highly acclaimed guitar player, performing both classic and electric guitars. He graduated in 

the Jerusalem Music Academy and later studied with Angelo Gilardino, former president of  the Andreas 

Segovia foundation. He has performed worldwide in venues such as the National Conservatory of  China 

(Beijing), Centre Pompidou (Paris), Palazzo Reale (Milan), and Quinta da Regaleira Palace (Portugal), also 

performing numerous world premieres for solo guitar and chamber music, many of  them written and 

dedicated to him. Since 2007 he has stopped his activity as a classical musician and dedicates his 

performances on his own music and to selected collaborations.

His Compositions and concerts have been broadcast on , Radio France Musique, RSI (Switzerland), CCTV 

China, RAI, SKY CLASSICA TV (Italy), Kol Ha Musica Channel 1 & 2 (Israel), WQXR and Classical 

Guitar live (USA) among others. 

Yuval Avital is the founder of  Magà Global Arts performing arts factory



“(…)Yuval Avital, already well known as a composer and classical guitar soloist, 
in recent years embraces a world of visual art and sound installations, 
collective performances that involve a huge number of people in the creation 
of contemporary rituals, ‘icon-sonic’ works with a very strong multimedia 
frameworks emotional impact; challenging traditional crystallized categories 
separating the arts(…) The near future, in addition to concerts of great 
importance, sees him at work for a number of new visual and sound installations, 
in Italy and Switzerland. The difficulty to frame it in a single definition, in 
its flow perpetuity as the waters of a stream, reflects its world in full; 
a world which anticipates worlds.”

(Giornale dell’Arte, 6 pages interview, June 2016 Italy)



“Yuval Avital is a unique musician who is constantly pushing the aesthetic 
boundaries, mixing with elegance the guitar, his favourite instrument, with 
traditional cultures, contemporary music and new technologies. His credo, 
which is fundamentally devoted to exploration of new forms of performance, 
has given birth to symphonies, operas and hybrid forms that dialogue with 
the codes.“ 

(Bruno Letort, “Des aventures sonores” France Musique, Radio France, 24 
February 2015)

“In this interview we try to tell you about how Yuval Avital sees the 
world, one of the most exciting and prolific composers of recent years. 
Among his compositions are total works of  art, which blend multiple 
languages and bring with them the sign of our time”.

(NOMOS ALPHA MAGAZINE, Editorial, interview, June 2016, Italy)



VARIAtIONS ON HARMONIc 
tREMOR

SOLO EXHIBITION
2017



• 427 prints within 30 new series

• Icon-Sonic polyptych of 4 parallel 
projections containing over 75 scenes 
with over 350 participants. 
LOOP DURATION 1H:56M

• 2 video arts pieces

• mixed media Sound-Sculpture 

• 5 filmed original musical pieces for 
a marching band, 7 accordions, 
Frame drums, Jew’s harp and electric 
guitar

National Museum of Science 
“Leonardo da Vinci” Milan, Italy 
November 16 - December 10, 2017



The poetics of  Etna, its humanity and 
landscape in an icon-sonic exhibition
Exhibition catalogue text curated by Fare Arte

Hundreds of  voices and faces, lava rivers and clouds of  vapor, forests and rivers, marching 

bands and frame drums, trembling bodies and old dialectal recitations - all of  this and much 

more in a huge allegorical fresco which crosses a landscape like no other. Cusumano 

Masterpieces presents “Variations on Harmonic Tremor”, the new monographic exhibition by 

Yuval Avital curated by FARE, which will be held from November 17 to December 10 in the 

Leonardo da Vinci National Museum of  Science and Technology in Milan, presenting more 

than 400 photographs, 8 multimedia works and a new sound sculpture.

The expression “harmonic tremor” indicates a physical acoustic phenomenon often associated 

with volcanic activity manifesting itself  through a release of  seismic infrasonic energy (very low 

sounds below the threshold of  human hearing). Etna’s harmonic tremor, with its hidden musics 

- that though inaudible by ear is perceivable by human beings, thus causing at times extreme and 

contrasting emotional states such as fear, harmony, apprehension or revelation - is at the core of  

the poetical journey-investigation taken by multimedia artist and composer Yuval Avital, 

a journey, initially conceived as a reconnaissance trip, had expanded to a one-year-long art proj-

ect giving birth to thousands of  shots, musical scores, soundscapes and 12 hours of  footage, of  

which a part is presented here in this exhibition.

The show consist of  a physical itinerary between various stations in the museum that

 follows a path of  sounds and images, taking the visitor on a journey toward the discovery

 of  Etna. Among them:

1) Photographic section: Chosen among thousands of  shots, the 400 exhibited prints are di-

vided in 30 thematic series that represent different paths. The traversal themes - the repeated 

black-and-white tone colors deriving from the snow and the igneous soil; trees presented here as 

organic and evocative sculptures - dialogue with tiny life fragments, frozen episodes in time 

as if  collected and kept in Avital’s diary.



2) Sound sculpture: here Avital interprets in a more direct way the acoustic phenomenon of  

the harmonic tremor, taking the volcano’s infrasonic waves to an audible level through a sound 

sculpture specifically realized for the exhibition. Elaborating the infra-sound as a musical 

instrument, visitors can hear the volcanic tremor, see it through the movement of  water on 

the sculpture, and feel it through the vibrations of  its iron surfaces.

3) Icon-sonic polyptych for 4 parallel projections and loudspeakers (loop duration 2 hours): 

Over 70 scenes that involve around 350 people, macro-shootings of  tiny fleeing details and 

extended long-shots, lava rivers, voices, gestures, images, sounds; entire marching bands, human 

masses, elders, children, intimate and impossible anecdotes - all trembles.

This monumental opera, presented through the artist’s ‘icon-sonic’ language (total immersive 

artworks which use in parallel sound and image) is composed of  8 hours of  film and sound; 

a work which could - or maybe have to be viewed and reviewed, listened and re-listened.

Yuval Avital, making of  “Women in black on snow” series and video-art. Etna volcano, February 2017





TREMORE ICONS N.5/1 (2016)
50cm x 75cm, inkjet print on Ahnemuhle photo luster 260 gr. 



Variations on Harmonic tremor - exhibition entrance



Dogs of Adrano (2016) 
video & stereo

Loop duration 34M

Black women on snow (2016) 
video & stereo

Loop duration 60M

Variations on Harmonic tremor - iconography hall:
Black women on snow (video); Dogs of Adrano (video) Venus of Etna 
(print 100x150); First Tremor (Sound installation for loudspeakers).





Variations on Harmonic tremor (2016) Icon-Sonic polyptych for 4 
parallel projections Loop duration 1H56M



Heart of Etna (2017) mixed technique: oxidized iron, white water & 
sound exciters. dimensions 120x120x120.









Variations on Harmonic Tremor photographic section: 30 series, total of 426 prints











Variations on Harmonic Tremor
small selection of artworks within the exhibition 

(2016-2017) 

various sizes: 

(13cm x 20cm / 50cm x 75cm / 100cm x 150cm); inkjet print on 

Ahnemuhle photo luster 260 gr. 







Dogs of Adrano (2016) video & stereo
Loop duration 60M







“On the slopes of the Enta, music and images in the research of the 
“harmonic tremor” by Manuela Gandini

A perpetual accelerated patchwork, composed of music, words, images, noises, 
rituals and dances, surrounds us in a incandescent atmosphere. The sound, 
deep and threatening, recorded by the volcanologists in the depth of Etna, 
carries the visitor/traveler along the “Variation on Harmonic Tremor”, the 
exhibition by Yuval Avital at the National Science Museum. Without hurry, 
take your time to cross the landscapes of this meditative journey toward the 
center of earth. 

Curated by Fare and produced by Cusumano, the show is articulated between 
video-installations, photography, and sound sculptures which offer an 
experience both poetic and anthropological, unfolding between geological 
vibrations and instrumental music. The scientific term “harmonic tremor” 
represents the “sustained seismic energy release that often precedes the 
eruptions”. But the “harmonic tremor” is also the human tremor of the 
uncertainty, of emotions and of the everyday experience. The Israeli 
composer and visual artist Avital translates it into images which capture 
territory, snow, a river of sheep, a marching band, the villages of the 
Etna, a volcano that, according to the artist, is female.

All Yuval’s work is about multiplication, plurality and chorality, such 
as the lullabies sang in many different languages by he grandmothers in 
his large-scale installation Alma Mater, exhibited two years ago at the 
‘Fabbrica del Vapore’ and it is the case here as well, with his polyphonic 
vibrations.

The exhibition is a sort of site specific live show captured in Sicily 
and traveled to Milan. Its production lasted one year and right from it’s 
beginning reveled as a clear process of public art and as an act of social 
transformation. Though an advertisement in the local newspaper and open 
calls, Avital involved more than 350 people: Jew’s harp players, women 
transformed to Venuses, butchers, dancers, poets, farmers, musicians, to 
realize a vast polyptych of four parallel projections that suck the visitor/
traveler into the atmosphere - mystic and carnal - of Etna.

The numerical matrix of the surveys of the volcanic activity overlap the 
images of the fragments of life. The panoramas that open in front of or 
behind us hint of  allegories connected to divinities  and the genius loci. 
The scenes are not limited to a folkloristic vision but blur in 
a surrealistic poetry which put together multiple perceptive levels. 
The artist plays the guitar at the foot of the volcanic crater. While images 
flow in the polyptych, the videos in the “iconography hall” are composed 
by very slow and abstract movements. In one of them, tens of women are 
crouched on the snow like stones and the second one evokes the legend of the 
god Adrano who had 1000 watchdogs around his temple which then became the 
volcano. Figures and abstraction, sound and image, chase and mix themselves. 
In the garden of the museum an iron cube with vibrating white water 
resonates the sound of Etna and invites to the tactile perception. 
The exhibition is a mixture between notes in a travel diary made of human 
subjects or cosmic matter.”

(La Stampa daily, review, November 2017, Italy)



“The breath of the Mountain. For those born and raised in close contact with 
Etna, its discreet but present breath is something present in everyday life, 
tangible, familiar. For the rest of the world it is a volcano. But for its 
children its ‘a Muntagna’ - a female, a mother, a woman, an energy. Pure. 
Throbbing. Vibrant. From these vibrations, from her breath, music is born. 
An «Harmonic tremor» which the artist / musician Yuval Avital had captured, 
than giving it the widest form of freedom: sharing it with others.”

(corriere della Sera daily, review, December 2017, Italy)



“Variations on Harmonic tremor is a journey both individual as choral, 
where Yuval Avital crosses between music, words, images, dances, daily life 
to tell of his experience with the volcano. A collective journey since the 
‘harmonic tremor’ is above all human: in an almost one-year of work the 
artist had involved more than 300 people between the towns and villages 
of Etna, including artists, farmers, dancers, musicians, entire families, 
elders, teenagers, women transformed with a strong presence into ‘Venuses’ 
(…) it is a contemporary artwork recreating an emotive oneiric journey, 
almost mystical inside the magma of the images of our volcano, in which it 
is also beautiful to disappear, to let it pull you inside it, in the middle 
of  dark woods in the night while they are washed by a cascade of numerical 
matrix….”

(La Sicilia daily, review, December 2017, Italy)



IcON-SONIc 
POStcARD tRIPtYcH N.1 

REGGIO EMILIA POStcARDS

ICON-SONIC INSTALLATION
2017



• video triptych

• 15 loudspeakers

loop duration 1H:32M
 

• 7 light-boxes

chiesa di San carlo, Festival Aperto, 
Reggio Emilia, Italy 
October 15 - November 5, 2017



Icon-sonic Postcards by Yuval Avital
Exhibition catalogue text by Gabi Scardi, Art historian and curator

The installation Icon-Sonic Postcards Triptych n. 1 by Yuval Avital is a fluid, complex and 
multimedia opera. Similarly to all Avital’s recent operas, it is composed of  different languages 
and means of  expression.

Over the years, Avital developed a dynamic and sensorial experience, which is 
overflowing with energy. An energy that is stimulating and inspiring. His works depart 
from music, but they include also installations, performances, dance, photography, films 
and graphics/prints, often shaped with visual as well as sonic elements. In fact, Yuval 
Avital’s perception of  the world can throw into crisis any kind of  boundaries, starting 
from disciplinary limitations and including hierarchies.  

Icon-Sonic Postcards Triptych n. 1 is made of  69 tableaux vivants, where the protagonists 
perform gestures under the choreography of  the artist and, simultaneously, produce with their 
voice sounds. In certain moments, the electronic sounds persist while the images are vanishing.
The opera is projected in three screens, each of  them supporting separate scenes, matching in 
different combinations. It stimulates a sense of  mobility and flow; and, from time to time, the 
variable relations between the images create unpredictable meanings and links. The sound is 
widespread in the environment.

In addition to this polyphony of  sounds and images, there are seven light-boxes named 
Backgrounds: chromatic collages with a powerful expressiveness made of  photographs which 
are merged with images collected and graphic elements. Each light-box represents a sort of  
microcosm in itself.  

(...) Around 150 people, all resident in Reggio Emilia, have been recruited in the creation of  the 
images, each person well-characterized and different from the other for his role, age, (...)  For 
each person, Avital composed a dramaturgy and a sonic score to be performed through the 
use of  the voice. An endless chant without nested with the body movements. The voice reveals 
itself  as an tool, individual par excellence, and powerful by virtue of  its ability to connect the 
most profound interiority with the external reality.

All recordings have been mounted on the basis of  the a musical project which is reviled inside 
opera. The result is slow, tense, poetic and mysterious. Even dramatic. As a whole, Icon-Sonic 
Postcards Triptych n. 1 is a ritual, a mosaic and, at the same time, a unique kind of  urban 
mapping. (...)

After a first global look that allows to perceive images and sounds simultaneously, to be able 
to enjoy Icon-Sonic Postcards Triptych n. 1 the public has to move physically around the area, 
through a kind of  wandering among the videos and the images.



(...)In his works, Avital is used to involve great numbers of  people coming from different 
backgrounds: musicians, performers, dancers and participants; as well as several instruments. 
His choreographies are broad. His editing requires an enormous number of  images.

His approach is nearly frenetic. His artworks represent a repertoire of  possibilities; 
a perpetual movement, magmatic, occasionally disorienting or overwhelming, but fascinating; 
constantly evolving, at every level. In this sense, he is extremely contemporary. If  it is true that 
the network contributed to the expansion of  the visual and sonic fields, Yuval Avital sees the 
world as interconnected. As a restless archive of  images and sounds intertwined, stratified, 
in which the whole can emerge precisely from the plurality.

The universe of  his mind is expanded, exploded, fragmented. His methods combine the desire 
to control reality with a strong willingness to be immersed in it.

Among his distinguishing features, in addition to his abundance, there is his density. 
His artworks give a sense of  emotional closeness and, in most cases, show a thoughtful 
perspective. In his particular case, hearing and seeing, feeling, thinking and acting cannot 
be divided.





 “Il Volpe” scene from Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1 - Reggio Emilia





Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1 - Reggio Emilia - installation view





Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1 - Reggio Emilia





Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1 - Reggio Emilia





Making of Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1









On previous page: 
DAWN BACKGROUND (2016)

On this page: 
CROCKEYE BACKGROUND (2014) (upper left)
SEA BACKGROUND (2014) (upper right)
NOIR BACKGROUND (2016) (lower left)

All: Light-box 100cm x 150cm

Additional visuals within Icon-Sonic Postcard Triptych N.1 - Reggio Emilia



OPEN FENcE
SOUND SCULPTURE
2017



• 1km of iron

• 12 tons of weight 

• 64 meters of length

• 4 meters of height

• over 320 tubular bells

• 900 meters of stainless steel strings

• playable by 80 visitors at once

Permanent work, East End Studios, Milan





OPEN FENCE, SOUND SCULPTURE 2017
Composed of 1km of iron, 12 tons of weight, 64 meters of length, 4 meters of 

height, over 320 tubular bells, 900 meters of stainless steel strings; 
Largest Sound Sculpture ever created in Italy.  

East End Studios, Milan 





OPEN FENCE, 2017





INSIDE THE FENCE N.1-10 

(2017)

75cm x 100cm each, inkjet print on forex



“Open Fence, 12 tons of sound: taking inspiration from the futurist 
concerts, inaugurates the biggest sound sculpture ever realized in 
Italy, opera by the artist Yuval Avital, in which the public will be 
able to play next to professional musicians.” 
(Rolling Stone magazine, June 2017, Italy)

“1km of iron, 12 tons of weight, 
64 meters of length, 4 meters 
of height, over 320 tubular 
bells, 900 meters of stainless 
steel strings: the new artistic 
adventure of Yuval Avital bears 
the name of Open Fence, one of 
the biggest sound sculptures ever 
realized” 
(Interni magazine, June 2017, 
Italy)





”When it’s born it’s immaterial: voice, whisper, rhythm, noise. But 
when it enters the material world, sound may become thing, sculpture, 
environment. Although sound art is a demanding interlocutor ... 
its forms are becoming more and more familiar with the public: the 
boundaries between installation and performance become liquid, time-
based operas grow in collectors’ attention and as market opportunities. 

(...)The futuristic lesson is today the source of inspiration of Open 
Fence, by Yuval Avital, the biggest sound sculpture ever realized 
in Italy, 64-metres long and 4-metres high, with 320 tubular bells, 
on display in June in Milan and part of a body of icon-sonic works. 



‘Raised in Jerusalem, my childhood is strongly rooted in sound: of 
the markets, of bells, of sirens…’, says Avital. In Open Fence, the 
installation becomes participative performance and gets played by 
80 musicians and visitors, opening to the concept of crowd music, a 
collective sound ritual. But how to buy sound art? In Avital’s case, 
you buy prints (from €3.000), video (€10-75.000) and large-scale sound 
sculptures that reach €200.000 of budget.”

 (Pia Capelli, How To Spend It Italy, October 2017) 



“HEART OF THE WOODS”, SOUND-SCULPTURE, 2017
Cylinder: direct UV print on aluminum sheet, hand-rubbed lacquer finish, 
sonic exciters on surface (amp+stereo), sensor-triggered.
Platform: wood covered with stainless steel, sonic sub-woofer exciter (amp+stereo), 
sensor-triggered.

Private collection, Rougemont, Switzerland  





REQUIEM MONUMENtALE

MASSIVE SONIC WORK
2017



• 2 parallel compositions: 

• A choir of 14 independent voices 

• A marching brass band of 100 elements 

Monumental cemetery of Milan

in occasion of its 150° anniversary





REQUIEM MONUMENTALE PART 1, 2017
two Massive Sonic Works for a 14-voices choir and a brass band of 100 elements

Monumental Cemetery of Milan





REQUIEM MONUMENTALE PART 1, 2017



“He has us accustomed to huge and daring projects … Yuval Avital, 
young and volcanic composer … gives us a new creation aligned with his 
anti-conventional spirit, drawn to bonds with places and situations 
able to overcome the distance between spectators and art.” 

(La Repubblica daily, May 2017, Italy)

“……an artist that brings the interaction between music, 
visual arts and the architectural/physical space to such 
a level that even his live performances are felt as 
installations.” 

(corriere della Sera daily, May 2017, Italy)



“Requiem Monumentale … leads the spectators through an extraordinary emotional 
journey, exploring tropes that are opposite yet complementary such as life and 
death, the ephemeral and the eternal, past and present.” 

(tutto Rock Magazine, May 2017, Italy)

“Avital is the right man for this ‘Requiem’: in his score there is the 
orchestral and choral potency able to spawn new microcosms of life.”

(Il Giornale daily, May 2017, Italy)



tHREE GRADES 
OF FOREIGNNESS

MONOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION
2017



• FOREIGN BODIES:
7 parallel projections and loudspeakers 
loop duration 1H:32M

• LANDS:
a ring of loudspeakers and soil.
loop duration 60 minutes

• REH’EM:
Sub-woofers and visuals.
loop duration 24 minutes

Various artworks

LA FABBRIcA DEL cIOccOLAtO ARt 
FOUNDAtION, Switzerland 
April 22 – September 23, 2017



Three Grades of  Foreignness
Exhibition brochure text by Franco Marinotti, Artistic director of  the Fabbrica del Cioccolato Art Foundation

“With the personal exhibition Three Grades of  Foreignness, based on an intensive research 
activity carried out by Yuval Avital during his stay in Blenio Valley, the artist proposes three 
artworks in dialogue with the spaces of  La Fabbrica del Cioccolato Foundation, realized with 
the aim of  exploring the complex relationship between humans and nature. 

The outcome, perfectly integrated with the local environment, is a work in which Avital 
approaches the curatorial theme foreignness with great perspicacity, revealing the ways in which 
man and nature continuously diverge, collide and reunite. 

The exhibition path winds through a symbiosis of  sounds, images and lights, in which the public 
discovers three interconnected installations where the human being is first represented as 
hostile and in contrast with nature and then brought back to its primordial state, going across 
three phases characterizing this relationship: alienation, conflict and reunification.

In the first installation, FOREIGN BODIES, the human body is portrayed as intrusive and in 
dissonance with a utopian nature. Seven professional dancers, coming from the corps de ballet 
of  well-known international theatre centers such as La Scala, Bejart and Shan-Wei, appear in 
seven parallel video projection, filmed and directed by the artist in several scenes shot in more 
than thirty places of  the Valley with the support of  two experienced alpine guides. 

Their transformation into trembling organisms incarnates body metaphors of  the desire to 
reconnect with nature and of  the inevitable distance from it, making them appear as lonely, 
mechanic and animalistic figures, integrated and disturbing at the same time. The framework, 
which comprises more than seven hours of  videos, is complemented by a polyphonic electronic 
score of  more than 90 minutes composed by recordings of  the Valley’s sounds, processed and 
distorted.

Humans and nature come into conflict in the second installation, LANDS. Here a circle of  
agricultural soil is surrounded by a ring of  loudspeakers spreading a polyphony both towards the 
centre and towards the outside. The soil delimited by artificial boundaries represents a struggle 
caused, on one hand, by the difficulty of  separating our roots from nature and, on the other 
hand, by the human effort to control and shape the latter. 

Witnessing LANDS, visitors feel immersed in nature, where birds, insects and the breeze 
populate the environment. But the feeling changes soon: the chirping of  the birds is gradually 
replaced by uncanny mechanical imitations of  their voices; the word “land” starts echoing in a 
variety of  languages through computer voicing; the wind becomes storm. 



The perception is then brought back to nature and again to the artificial, in a bustle of  sounds 
that unleash a battle aimed at obtaining a hint of  lost beauty and purity. Guests are invited to 
walk on the circled soil, sit, lie down and build their own personalized path, changing their 
listening perception and becoming active participants of  the performance.

The last installation, REH’EM (womb in Hebrew), finally reunites man and nature, guiding the 
public into a restricted, dark environment, symbol of  the maternal womb, where the sounds 
associated with the pregnancy and birth of  Avital’s daughter, Alma, alternate with the sounds of  
seismic movements of  the earth, complemented by the projection of  floating diaphanous 
images.”





THREE GRADES OF FOREIGNNESS
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Cultura e Spettacoli

  Azione  Settimanale della Cooperativa Migros Ticino 19 giugno 2017 N. 25

Alessia Brughera

Ci sono edifici che sono profondamen-
te legati al territorio su cui sorgono e 
alla gente che lo abita. Edifici che fino 
a un passato non molto lontano hanno 
costituito il fulcro attorno a cui ruotava 
un paese, entrando a far parte delle sue 
tradizioni e delle sue storie di vita. Uno 
di questi è sicuramente la Fabbrica del 
Cioccolato Cima Norma, costruita agli 
albori del Novecento a Torre, in Valle di 
Blenio, e rimasta in attività fino al 1968, 
arrivando a dare impiego, soprattutto 
nel periodo d’oro tra gli anni Cinquan-
ta e Sessanta, a quasi trecentocinquanta 
persone.

Ad animare oggi la struttura ble-

niese è una fondazione che ne ha re-
cuperato parte degli ampi spazi ricon-
vertendoli in un contenitore di attività 
culturali, lodevole esempio di valoriz-
zazione di un’ex area industriale dalle 
grandi potenzialità che può ritornare 
a essere un importante tassello per la 
regione circostante. Non a caso la fon-
dazione ha voluto mantenere il nome 
di Fabbrica del Cioccolato, nel segno di 
una continuità della vocazione origina-
ria dell’edificio come luogo di produ-
zione, ora divenuto una fucina di idee, 
un cantiere creativo da cui far nascere 
progetti per riqualificare la Valle. 

L’arte nella sua molteplicità di lin-
guaggi diventa dunque lo strumento 
privilegiato attraverso cui generare 

connessioni con le peculiarità dell’am-
biente, in uno scambio vicendevole 
di stimoli che esorta prima di tutto il 
coinvolgimento degli abitanti del posto, 
gente colta che ha viaggiato molto e che 
nel tempo ha saputo arricchire la Valle 
di Blenio con le proprie esperienze.

Il concetto di relazione tra arte e 
territorio è alla base del programma 
curatoriale della fondazione, diretto da 
Franco Marinotti, che ha preso avvio lo 
scorso anno e che è stato denominato 
con il neologismo foreignness, termine 
traducibile come estericità o estraneità, 
volto a indagare le differenti modalità 
del percepirsi esclusi da un contesto in 
perenne evoluzione. 

Sull’instabile legame tra uomo 
e natura, fatto di contrasti e di ricon-
giungimenti, di discrepanze e di atti-
nenze che bene esprimono l’isolamen-
to dell’individuo, si è soffermato con 
le sue opere Yuval Avital, artista nato 
a Gerusalemme nel 1977 e residente a 
Milano, chiamato a esporre nelle gran-
di sale della Fabbrica del Cioccolato. 

I suoi lavori nascono proprio da 
un serrato confronto con il paesaggio 
bleniese, esplorato e conosciuto a fon-
do nel mese di permanenza nella Valle, 
durante il quale Avital ha creato le tre 
installazioni presenti in mostra, cia-
scuna delle quali rappresenta un mo-

mento dell’interazione tra essere uma-
no e territorio. Attraverso un approccio 
multidisciplinare capace di mescolare 
sapientemente l’immagine al suono, la 
materia alla tecnologia, l’artista israe-
liano dà vita a una triade di opere che 
delinea un percorso in cui l’uomo, da 
una situazione di alienazione e di dis-
sidio, riesce a riconquistare la propria 
appartenenza alla natura.

Il primo lavoro, intitolato Foreign 
Bodies, è costituito da sette grandi 
schermi che proiettano simultanea-
mente i filmati realizzati da Avital in 
Valle di Blenio, dove, accompagnato da 
guide del posto, è riuscito a raggiungere 
anche i luoghi più impervi e selvaggi. In 
questi video i corpi nudi di sette balleri-
ne si muovono come organismi solitari 
in preda a una brama panica di fondersi 
con le forme ancestrali di un paesaggio 
che li considera come elementi di di-
sturbo. Le movenze sono semplici, i rit-
mi rallentati, a rimarcare come il con-
tatto con il creato sia un processo che 
richiede sforzo, fatica e solennità.

Il rapporto tra uomo e natura è poi 
reso nella sua aperta conflittualità nella 
seconda installazione, chiamata Lands, 
un cerchio formato da terriccio agrico-
lo delimitato da una serie di altoparlan-
ti. La terra, qui utilizzata nel suo stato 
primordiale, si fa metafora di una natu-

ra che entra nelle dinamiche sociali di-
ventando oggetto di diatribe e di riven-
dicazioni. I suoni diffusi accentuano la 
tensione mescolando rumori strappati 
all’ecosistema con le loro riproduzioni 
meccaniche e con voci computerizzate, 
in un crescendo di stimoli acustici in 
cui la natura sembra reclamare la sua 
libertà dalla manipolazione e dagli ar-
tifici umani. 

Nella terza opera intitolata Reh’em, 
che in ebraico significa «grembo», Avi-
tal ci invita a entrare in uno spazio buio 
e chiuso, una sorta di ventre materno 
che accoglie e protegge: suoni legati 
alla gestazione e alla nascita della figlia 
dell’artista si avvicendano a quelli dei 
movimenti sismici del suolo, in una co-
esistenza che sa di riappacificazione tra 
l’uomo, ora consapevole e rispettoso, e 
la natura, ora madre premurosa e bene-
vola, pronta a ospitarlo e a ricondurlo a 
una dimensione primigenia.

Dove e quando
Yuval Avital. Three Grades of Forei-
gnness. Fondazione La Fabbrica del 
Cioccolato, Stabili Cima Norma, 
Torre-Blenio. Fino al 1. luglio 2017. 
Ingresso gratuito da mercoledì a 
domenica dalle 12.00 alle 19.00 o su 
appuntamento. www.chocfact.ch 

Foreign Bodies 
di Avital è stato 
realizzato in Valle 
di Blenio. 

  Quando secondo Dio 
 tra i sessi vigeva l’ordine
Cinema  Con Die göttliche Ordnung la regista svizzera Petra Volpe ha realizzato un’opera che ripercorre  
in modo ironico il cammino di emancipazione femminile nel nostro paese

Giorgia Del Don

Una donna, una femminista e una per-
sona politicamente impegnata. Ecco in 
poche ma significative parole come si 
descrive l’internazionalissima regista 
svizzera Petra Volpe, la mente (e l’oc-
chio) che si nasconde dietro il potente 
Die Göttliche Ordnung («L’ordine divi-
no», ndr), film sostenuto dal Percento 
culturale Migros. Con quella risolu-
tezza ed allo stesso tempo quella legge-
rezza che la contraddistinguono, Petra 
Volpe sforna un film che ha le sembian-
ze di una bomba impacchettata con 
della carta regalo, la cui onda d’urto si 
espande fin oltre oceano, dove Die Göt-
tliche Ordnung si è aggiudicato il pre-
stigioso Nora Ephron Prize al Tribeca 
Film Festival.

Difficile definire il femminismo al 
giorno d’oggi. Il termine si dirama in 
così tante direzioni e «scuole di pen-
siero» più o meno dogmatiche, da sem-
brare a volte quasi un concetto astruso, 
disdegnato da una maggioranza ben 
contenta di soffocarlo. Eppure Petra 
Volpe con il suo Die Göttliche Ordnung 
realizza senz’altro un’opera femmini-
sta. Senza voler diventare il manifesto 
di un movimento, l’ultimo film della 
regista newyorchese d’adozione, ci sus-
surra con determinazione e catartico 
umorismo una verità che non dovrebbe 
mai essere data per scontata, o peggio 
dimenticata: anche le donne hanno il 
diritto alla libertà, il diritto a sbagliarsi, 
a inciampare, a rialzarsi e correre a per-
difiato. Sempre e ovunque. Una verità 
che a distanza di quasi cinquant’anni 
rispetto alla storia raccontata in Die 
Göttliche Ordnung non è di certo uni-
versalmente accettata.

Con il suo ultimo film, Petra Volpe 
continua a parlarci di donne, delle loro 
piccole grandi lotte, del loro coraggio 
di esistere rivendicando la propria in-
dividualità. Questa volta è su un fatto 
decisamente poco lodevole che Petra 
Volpe basa la sua storia: il diritto di 

voto alle donne svizzere, diventato ef-
fettivo solamente nel 1971! Un segreto 
ben custodito fra le pareti rocciose di 
un paese insospettabile. Petra Volpe, 
come una bambina curiosa di scoprire 
cosa si nasconde nel ventre di una piña-
ta multicolore, colpisce senza tregua il 
suo animale di carta fino a distruggerlo 
facendone fuoriuscire un mare di cara-
melle dal gusto agrodolce.

La storia raccontata in Die Göttli-
che Ordnung è quella di un gruppo di 
donne comuni, capitanate dall’appa-
rentemente docile Nora – interpretata 
dall’incredibile Marie Leuenberger, 
miglior attrice al Premio del cinema 
svizzero e miglior interpretazione fem-
minile al Tribeca – che nella campagna 
che attornia Zurigo (ma non solo) han-
no avuto il coraggio di lottare per ri-
vendicare il diritto di voto. Un gruppo 
di donne al di là di ogni sospetto che ha 
saputo trasformare piccole ma signifi-
cative rivendicazioni domestiche (chie-
dere ai figli sbigottiti di sbarazzare la ta-
vola, per non citare che un esempio) in 
rivendicazioni ben più grandi. Un’eufo-
ria sempre più incontenibile, un impeto 
rivoluzionario che nasce dal profondo 
e aleggia fra le montagne svizzere, cu-
stodi di un «ordine divino» sempre più 
antiquato. Senza volerci dare una lezio-
ne di storia, Petra Volpe rende omaggio 
a tutte quelle donne che, dall’ombra del 
loro anonimato hanno saputo, insieme, 
fare la differenza. Donne che quasi loro 
malgrado sono state capaci di rielabo-
rare il proprio vocabolario gestuale: 
non più timido e limitato ma infine li-
bero, in costante mutamento.

A spingere l’insospettabile Nora a 
ribellarsi contro l’immagine polverosa 
di moglie e madre veicolata dai discorsi 
dei suoi compaesani (uomini e donne!) 
aggrappati in modo quasi tragicomico 
a un ordine immutabile perché divi-
namento concepito, è stata la famosa 
goccia che fa traboccare il vaso: nel suo 
caso il rifiuto del marito di permetterle 
di riprendere il lavoro, nonché l’allon-

tanamento di una nipote «ribelle», spe-
dita in un cosiddetto istituto di riabili-
tazione. Come una pentola a pressione 
alla quale tolgono improvvisamente il 
coperchio, Nora esplode ma lo fa con 
un ritegno tutto svizzero che la rende 
straordinariamente toccante.

Die Göttliche Ordnung è un picco-
lo capolavoro d’equilibrio: quello fra 
dramma e commedia, temi cupi e ina-
spettata gioia di vivere. Petra Volpe fa 
uso della sua grande capacità di essere 
autoironica e di restare distaccata, allo 
stesso tempo però riesce paradossal-
mente a mostrarsi empatica. Un’atti-
tudine che nasce, forse, dai lunghi anni 
passati all’estero (Germania, Polonia, 
Finlandia e infine Stati Uniti dove 
tutt’ora risiede) che le hanno permesso 
di osservare la sua terra natale da una 
necessaria distanza di sicurezza. Quel-
la che forse all’inizio era rabbia verso le 
ingiustizie si è gradualmente  trasfor-
mata nell’acuta e tenera osservazione 
di un mondo al quale appartiene senza 

davvero volerlo. Come affermato dal-
la regista stessa, una delle più grandi 
sfide del film è stata proprio quella di 
bilanciare humour e dramma. Avvi-
cinarsi alla storia con spiccato senso 
dell’umorismo (memorabile la scena 
in cui Nora e le sue compagne frequen-
tano un workshop a Zurigo diretto da 
una sorta di santona hippie che fa sco-
prire loro le esaltanti gioie dell’essere 
donna) per mettere i cuori degli spetta-
tori in condizione di affrontare aspetti 
più dolorosi della storia. Una sorta di 
riscaldamento che rende in qualche 
modo il dolore più sopportabile (ma 
non per questo meno intenso). Lo sco-
po di Die Göttliche Ordnung, se di sco-
po si può parlare, non è tanto quello 
di fare un processo a quanti del voto 
alle donne non volevano proprio sen-
tire parlare, quanto quello di rendere 
omaggio a tutte le donne che hanno ri-
schiato tutto pur di fare cambiare idea 
alla società.

Invece di imporre una verità che 

oggi salta agli occhi come un’evidenza 
(la possibilità delle donne di votare), 
Petra Volpe decide di giocare la carta 
del ridicolo, mettendo davanti agli oc-
chi di despoti e potenti uno specchio 
che riflette l’assurdità grottesca delle 
loro rivendicazioni, necessarie a man-
tenere un ordine estremamente como-
do per alcuni e umiliante per altri(e). 
Attraverso l’umorismo, la risata catar-
tica, la regista sbeffeggia quanti ancora 
si aggrappano a un’ineguaglianza che 
non può che reggersi sull’assurdità.

Die Göttliche Ordnung relega in 
un angolo quanti brandiscono l’ingiu-
stizia come arma, per mettere sotto i 
riflettori tutte le donne (ma non solo) 
costrette a rimanere nell’ombra. Un ro-
vesciamento dei ruoli che si rivela assai 
affascinante.

Die Göttliche Ordnung racchiude 
in sé il fresco e gioioso coraggio delle 
sue eroine, un coraggio che accompa-
gna lo spettatore anche fuori della sala 
cinematografica.

Un particolare 
della locandina 
del film di Petra 
Volpe. 

 Nel dialogo  tra uomo e natura
Mostre  Le opere dell’israeliano Yuval Avital negli spazi della Fondazione La Fabbrica del Cioccolato

“Through a multidisciplinary approach that wisely merges sound and image, 
matter and technology, the Israeli artist gives birth to a triad of artworks 
that outlines a path where Man, from a context of alienation and struggle, 
manages to earn back his affinity with Nature.” 

(Azione weekly, Switzerland, June 2017)
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““It’s as if Avital spoke with nature and vice-versa … its sensitivity … 
pushed him to realize an artwork in which nature itself is a ‘body’ with 
which the dancers speak to, meet and interact, almost to the point of 
merging with the natural elements (...) Avital focuses on the processes 
that … have dismantled the cornerstones of men’s co-existence with nature 
and vice-versa, of nature as essential habitat for men.” 
(ticino Management Magazine, May 2017, Switzerland)





“With <Three Grades of Foreignness>, Yuval Avital projects the spectator 
into a dense and hybrid universe, in syntony with his personality and his 
artistic course, as well as with the trans-disciplinary identity of La 
Fabbrica del Cioccolato (...)  <Three Grades of Foreignness> proposes a 
profoundly participative, multi-sensorial experience that, taking as a 
starting point the local territory, wants to carry the audience far beyond, 
into a mysterious place where the universal and the particular converge, in 
a kind of primordial fusion.” (Kunstbulletin magazine, 4/2017, Switzerland)



“… Avital approaches with extreme lucidity and timeliness the curatorial 
theme of foreignness, exposing the ways in which man and nature diverge, 
collide and reconnect continuously, making the former alien to the latter, 
only to then bring it back to its primordial nature. The exhibition’s path 
runs through a mosaic of sounds, images and lights where the public moves 
to the discovery of three interconnected installations representing three 
different stages of the man-nature relationship: alienation, conflict and 
reunion..” 
(ArtsLife magazine, April 2017)

“The works represent the human being as 
a stranger, in conflict and in communion 
with the surrounding environment, and move 
through three phases that characterize 
the relationship between man and nature: 
alienation, conflict and reunion.”

(Il Sole 24Ore journal, April 2017, Italy)
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FOREIGN BODIES, 2017 
Icon-Sonic installation for 7 parallel projections and loudspeakers, 

loop duration 90 minutes, 
monographic exhibition Three Grades of Foreignness, Switzerland
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FUGA PERPEtUA
With the sponsorship of UNHCR

performing:
Ensemble Meitar

ICON SONIC OPERA
2016



• Quintet

• Parallel projections 

• Mobile Sound Theatre

• Vocal Crowd Music Ensemble

Duration 1H:20M

tel Aviv Museum 2017
teatro comunale L. Pavarotti Di Modena
Brighton Festival, Neat Festival 2016



Among the dozens of  works performed this 
time at the Festival of  Israeli Music, “Fuga 
Perpetua”  by  composer and video artist Yuval 
Avital, a 40-year-old Israeli living in Milan, was 
presented as a particularly intriguing show. 
Bottom Line: Expectations have come true.

The Festival had dedicated an entire concert to  
“Fuga Perpetua” (in Italian: “Constantly 
Running away”), a long and complex 
performance of  80 minutes, without a break.

Subject: Refugees. More precisely: refugees now, 
in our time, in an era that was supposed to be 
“the end of  history,” a lit era after suffering, 
wars, abuse. An era after all those famous 
events from the beginning of  history until the 
20th century, events that, as Professor 
Yeshayahu Leibowitz stated once are the result 
of  “human wickedness and stupidity.”

“Fuga Perpetua” is a performance that 
combines live music (performed by the five 
members of  the Meitar Ensemble) electronics 
and tape with video footage of  refugees from 
Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan, Sudan and more. 
Most of  the time  the refugees are silent, 
communicating through their facial expressions. 

The duration of  the Fuga Perpetua has value. 
Us spectators, in an air-conditioned ambient, 
satiated, relaxed, are supposed not only to enjoy, 
not only to be caught up in the fascinating pow-
er of  art that Avital knew how to create, but 
also to get a a tiny bit exhausted. By the way, 
there were people (estimation: 10 to 20) which 
couldn’t resist the length and intensity and  left 

in the middle. 

At the end of  the work I asked to hear the 
impression of  director Yossi Yizraeli (foremost 
Israeli dramaturge, writer and director), who 
was in the audience. Yizraeli is not known to 
have difficulty expressing himself, but this time 
he said his words with some effort - perhaps 
because he was still under influence. “This is 
true Judaism,” said Yizraeli, “that’s how I 
understand its essence. Judaism is compassion”.

Two questions: 
1. Can Fuga Perpetua be seen at home on tv? 

Yes, but it will be a partial experience, since the 
peripheral sound dimension will probably be 
absent, an important part of  the experience. 
Also the possibility of  stopping, resting a little, 
and returning to watch - will “wound” the art-
work and its message.

2. Could Fuga Perpetua be consumed only as 
pure music, without its visuals and stage? 

My opinion is positive and enthusiastic. With 
some editing and abbreviations this can be a 
fascinating and extremely expressive musical 
composition. Music which is mobilized, full of  
purpose, rich with effects , with its endless 
whistles of  the flute, cascades of  piano 
harmonic fields , strings and clarinet 
lamentations and moaning.”

Haaretz Daily review of  Fuga Perpetua Israeli 
premiere at Tel Aviv Museum, September 28 2017

Yuval Avital’s multimedia concert “Fuga Perpetua” 
is an “ethical art”
The show juxtaposes effective music with refugee photographs and forces the audience to come into contact for an hour, 
with the face of  human suffering in our enlightened century







FUGA PERPETUA, 2016
Icon-Sonic Opera for an ensemble, visuals, mobile sound theater and a vocal crowd

Teatro Comunale “L. Pavarotti” Modena, Italy, Brighton & NEAT Festivals, UK





FUGA PERPETUA



Editorial interview on Fuga Perpetua and front cover

(cinzia Bontempi, Ba3ylon magazine, Italy & UK)



“Audio-visual theatre is a challenging mode for artists, relying not only 
on the co-ordination of a live orchestra and multiple projections, but 
also on the collaboration between onstage and offstage participants. At 
its best, we have something like Yuval Avital’s Fuga Perpetua (my personal 
highlight of May’s Brighton Festival), where director and orchestra worked 
intensely with refugees on location in Kenya to create a ground-breaking 
piece of performance art transgressing all limitations of time and space.“ 

(Emily Yates, Brighton & Hove Independent, UK, 03 October 2016)



“A work of genius which really achieves its objectives in a thought-
provoking and stunning show.“ (chris Barnard, the Argus, UK, 23 May 2016)



“Of the festival’s many co-commissions, the bravest and most  brilliantly 
conceptualized was undoubtedly Yuval Avital’s Fuga Perpetua (...) With 
Fuga Perpetua, Yuval Avital does not refrain from showing the internal 
horror of one who is ‘always running’ – never gratuitous, but  visceral and 
uncompromising in showing a universal experience that no one has the right 
to shy away from.“ 

(Emily Yates, Brighton & Hove Independent, UK, 03 June 2016)



“...Despite its aura of reality - and the consequent risks for the 
perception of such a work - Fuga Perpetua is a masterful proof of artistic 
creation. 

An uninterrupted 80 minutes dense sonic score, performed impeccably by 
musicians of the Meitar Ensemble, is a counterpoint to an elaborate 
and engaging multimedia part in which the starting material (which also 
includes video contributions by Andrea Trivero and the UNHCR multimedia 
archive) is reprocessed in an intense and evocative poetic journey, but 
above all very respectful of the human figure. 

Fuga Perpetua is certainly one of the most ambitious and complex creative 
challenges faced so far by the composer, who has combined a remarkable 
mastery of technical means with a respectful and involving manner, to offer 
an artistic reflection with an intense and original hand portraying one of 
the great tragedies of our time...”  

(Nicola Scaldaferri, Amadeus Magazine, Italy, April 2016)



“(...) Avital tells in a beautifully poetic and  touching manner, the 
troubled lives of refugees.

For the full duration of the performance, the audience has been able to 
live a multi-sensory experience that shifts the point of view from an 
“objective” observation to an emotional subjective point of view of the 
individual, and the everyday issues that accompany a person constantly 
fleeing.

Avoiding any pre-established conclusions or messages, Avital delivers to 
the viewer a new point of reflection through the language of art, which 
here finds its highest expression and in which the audience is completely 
immersed.

Far from simply aesthetic use, art becomes the means to unite us all.”  

(Elena Arzani, the Front Row Magazine, Italy, March 2016)

“Avital’s talent both as a composer 
and as an artist had created a 
polyphonic Opera” 

(SKY ARtE Must-see of the week 
section, Italy, Mach 2016)



RIVERS

PERFORMANCE 
2015



• Vocal Crowd of refugees

• Loudspeakers

Opening of Il terzo Paradiso center by 
Michelangelo Pistoletto
cittadellarte-Fondazione Pistoletto, 
Biella, Italy





two pages of RIvers score



“...”They are immobile. Absorbed. African women and men, who fled from the 
war, continue their walk immersed in the sound of the river. Extrapolated 
from the flow of migrants - involved in the sound performance by Yuval 
Avital in the new headquarters of the Third Paradise by Michelangelo 
Pistoletto in Biella - have become artwork. The atmosphere of suspension, 
before the rising of the birds chirping in a score of aquatic sounds 
studied by Avital, changes the ordinary perception we have of them.

Every now they pronounce a word or are launching a scream, in deep 
concentration. Circumnavigate the work of Pistoletto to form in turn 
another work. Through art their presence acquires a different dignity. 
And in this case everything is clear: art is but a sleek instrument for 
interpreting reality. The idea of that reality is condensed into minutes of 
the Rivers performance abstraction.” 

(Alphbeta2 magazine, Italy, October 2015)



RIVERS, 2015

performance for a vocal crowd of refugees and loudspeakers

Opening of Terzo Paradiso Center by Michelangelo Pistoletto, Biella, Italy 



RIVERS ICONS N.1 (2015)

RIVERS ICONS N.2 (2015)



RIVERS ICONS N.4 (2015)

RIVERS ICONS N.18 (2015)



ALMA MAtER

ICON-SONIC INSTALLATION
2015



• 140 loudspeakers

• projections

• performance

Loop duration - 1 Hour

* biggest sound installation in Italy’s 
history till this moment

La Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan EXPO



submerging music
by Nicoletta Locatelli, at Amadeus Magazine, August 5, 2015

“In the ‘Cathedral’ you enter through a dark curtain, in front of  which it seems to wait several minutes (but it 
does not seem out of  place, one can almost imagine  a shelf  where you could leave your shoes, and go  
barefoot).  Yuval, a director of  a mysterious ritual, a conductor who gives the key or a master of  the ceremony, 
after a moment of  concentration opens the curtain which differs the outside from the inside.

The space is immense. It overflows those who enter with the thrilling arcane effect of  a timeless place: the
palaeolithic cave of  Lascaux in a technological metamorphosis, or the sacred place of  the people of  the water 
tribe in the prequel of  Star Wars, dug by their ancestors in the bowels of  the earth. From the shadows are 
floating in midair golden meteorites, light sensors triggered by vibrating voices, breathing, lullabies and chants 
and songs of  female culture.  Sounds scratching the air and run around you,fragments in  incomprehensible 
languages, thunder, impressive explosions moving and fluttering near and far.  In the background, industrial apse 
(almost a new contemporary version of  the shamanic ritual hut which its existence is dated to fifty-million years 
ago), two women dance, suspended, bright in the semi-darkness. The virile eyes, the wrinkles on the face and 
the skin of  a body with small folds, in the movements tell a grace that says: “come on! We dance for you, from and till 
eternity”.

From above light clusters mixed with amplification cones, on the ground terracotta spheres and marble cylinders 
arranged at intervals all around - petrified metaphysical flower beds - the sinuous but defined pattern of  a central 
symbol drawn with a living soil, which as a magnet possesses the archaic force of  relocating, harmonizing the 
totality of  this visionary and exciting composition in a sort of  multidimensional perspective (sound, material, 
luminous, aesthetic, interior).

Unique in their live presence in flesh and bone are the lace weavers, seated apart: in a corner of  Caravaggio-like 
light, they are implacable and completely natural with their embroidery, like jumping out of  Manzoni’s The 
Betrothed, but in contemporary Brianzoli dresses.

Alma Mater, the Steam Factory in Milan until 29 August, seems to mark somehow an important 
breakthrough, a maturation in the artistic path of  Yuval Avital, often engaged in what he calls Massive sonic 
works, or we could call immersive music (…)  “(Alma Mater) brings an artistic experience you can don’t need to be 
prepared to or be explained to understand, an inclusive art rather than exclusive” explains Avital, implying a half-polemic to 
the “cultured” musical scene that sometimes looks at his work sometimes with some perplexity, judging him a 
little too exuberant to be adequate for the “proper” parameters.

Alma Mater is the largest sound installation ever made in Italy: 140 stone, clay and cone loudspeakers (by 
Architettura Sonora), a forest: “If  you enter a forest you do not have the feeling of  chaos, but a sense of  unity” (Yuval’s 
vision of  this orchestration) In the space of  1200 square meters, the archaic sign in the center is actually the 
latest version of  the renown Third Paradise by Michelangelo Pistoletto (which the artist willingly 
concedes in infinite variations where he feels important and appropriate to divulge it) composed this time of  
a local rural soil to indicate the transition through art of  the contradiction between nature and artifice. The 
lights-sculptures are by the light artist Enzo Catellani, the Etoiles of  Scala Oriella Dorella and Liliana 
Cosi (who have not been dancing for thirty years) have interpreted themselves in an evocation of  Swan Lake, 
lace-weavers which are genuine carriers of  the Cantù tradition.

But where from all these fragments of  phrases, of  half  whispered voices come from? “In the place where I was born 
I have always heard a continuous mumble, crossing the Wailing Wall or the Holy Sepulcher.” But in this case the chants have 
materialized, and harmonized, inside the computer of  Avital (“here it is music, not a lexicon: to compose is to form a new 
order also from existing materials” - even though the score of  this work is obviously very particular) thanks to the 
resources of  phonotheques and ethnological sound archives from all over the world: Karaite women chanting, 
Andaluse Hondo songs, from Cyprus, Sicily, Kazakhstan, Sephardi, Palestinian, holocaust survivors. Farmer- 
grandmothers from Brescia are calling their chicken to gather and eat seeds with long: “pipipipipi”. 



A Sistine Chapel of  grandmother voices.

Surprising is one of  Avital’s recursive skills, which he address to with some sense of  humour and a taste of  
provocation. But now it is very serious, almost shy. “Four years ago I started working around the theme of  femininity,” he 
says. “And for me, the pinnacle of  the femininity is the figure of  the grandmother. The male goes up, then start falling. In femininity 
there is this constant growth: and the grandmother as a double mother is a peak.” 

His personal experience: Grandmother Ruth, European, of  German origin, modern,  “was the confessional of  all, from 
the plumber to the guest of  honor” and therefore perhaps an innate talent inherited to the mother of  Yuval, a Jungian 
psychoanalyst. On the other side Grandma Presiada from Sefrou, an important Jewish community of  Morocco, 
a few miles from Fès, which had 14 children. From the postman to her grandson no one could get out of  her 
house without having consumed a full meal - both in times when she lived in a noble Moroccan house, as in the 
ma’abarot tents that housed her in Israel after the exodus involving more than 700,000 Jews from the Maghreb, 
the collapse of  the colonies, and the birth of  the North African nations.  If  a child said, “Mom, I’ve already eaten,” 
the answer could only be one: “It’s your problem dear, not mine.”

The grandchild do not forget it: “she touched my face with her hands, her eyes praying, then kissing me on the forehead: her 
blessing.” A ritual, a deep and intimate secret: “So gentle touch when you feel the love that touches you. Bringing through sound 
the intimacy of  her voice alongside the intimacy of  all other grandmothers in this piece  has an ethical, not just aesthetic meaning. It is 
not sentimentality: it is pure force.”

And Avital’s strength seems to be not limited to his autobiography, but to create resonance, connections, 
amplifications. And in fact around Alma Mater he has created a series of  events, somehow related to the feminine 
theme. Dialogues, After mater, Agora, Matlab are the names of  the dense appointments that make the installation 
a kind of  festival: 

The main one are site specific creation inside the artworks of  selected international artists which Yuval has 
invited: First the Icelandic voice artist Gulla, than the Spanish Voice Artist Fatima Miranda, now in the 
upcoming weeks the Israeli dancer Rina Schenfeld, one of  the protagonists of  cutting-edge modern dance, close 
to Martha Graham and Pina Bausch. Then, a happening  Avital style:  a performance directed by the composer 
with 50 grandmothers of  the Filipino community together with 3 female shamans from Mindanao. The closing 
concert is entrusted to Llorenç Barber, considered one of  the fathers of  contemporary Spanish avant-garde, along 
with singer Monserrat Palacios who will be accompanied by a sewing machine, Saturnino Celani on bass and Yuval 
Avital to the electric guitar.” 





ALMA MATER, 2015I





ALMA MATER



ALMA MATER



“In times of borders and walls, of useless nationalist pride and 
separations, arrives a huge artificial forest in which the women of East-
Timor meet the lace makers of Brianza, old Albanian women touch the voices 
and sounds of Okinawa, and instead of reasoning through exclusion, it is 
preferable to speak of inclusion. This, and a lot more, is ALMA MATER, an 
imposing and ambitious installation, presented in the ‘Cattedrale’ venue of 
La Fabbrica del Vapore in Milan by Yuval Avital, undefined and undefinable 
personality…”

(tutto Milano Magazine cover, La Repubblica, Italy 02 July 2015)



“A must-see art installation”

(Harper’s Bazaar Kazakhstan and Russia, July 2015)



“The must-see multimedia project by artist and composer Yuval Avital”

(Where Magazine Milan - Hot dates highlight)

“(...) a poetic installation full with emotions (...) It is difficult to 
tell what strikes you more in this technological anthropological forest”

(La Stampa daily, Italy, 22 August 2015)



   

“The voices of grandmothers from all over the world”

(Artribune magazine, interview, Italy, July 2015)

Playboy magazine
Italy, July 2015



Gioia magazine, Italy June 2015 (general interview)

Milanice magazine, Italy July 2015



“The universe is feminine( ...) A thrilling event”

ArtsLife magazine, interview, Italy, July 2015



additional publications of Alma Mater: MARIE cLAIRE, PLAtFORM MAGAZIN, 
StYLE.RS, RUSSIANEWS (RU),ARtSLIFE, GQ, LA REPPUBLIcA, ESPOARtE, ARtSLIFE, 
EL PERIÓDIcO (ES), Voyage (RU), ARtE MAGAZINE, DOMUS, MUSIcULtURA, INtERNI, 
ZERO, DANZA, SWItcH MAGAZINE, ARtE.It, MILANIcE, ARtE.GO, VIVIMILANO, 
EXIBARt, cORRIERE DELLA SERA,  LA FREccIA, ZIGULINE



REKA

MASSIVE SONIC WORK

V.1 2014
V.2 2016



• 6 extended vocal soloists from Tuva (V1) / 
Iceland (V2), Samarkand, 
Mongolia, South Africa (Zulu), Sardinia (canto 
a tenore) and Tibet (Bon 
budhism)

• 2 classical percussion soloists

• 2 conductors

• A vocal Crowd of hundreds of voices

• A Crowd Music ensemble of dozens of percus-
sionists (V.2)

Duration - 1H20M

- Warsaw Autumn Festival & Mito 
SettembreMusica Festivals 2014 (V.1)

- Festival Aperto, teatro Valli, Reggio 
Emilia, Italy (V.2)



A creative encounter of  voices, traditions, 
musical forms, and competences
Warsaw Autumn Festival catalogue, 2014

Many compositions of  Yuval Avital represent fascinating journeys toward different musical levels and traditions, 
with complex historical and cultural references; sometime, they are even characterized by a collaborative 
approach where the roles of  an audience can overrun that of  the performers. 

This is the case of  REkA (in Hebrew: background), a large-scale vocal fresco of  whispers, shouts, chants, and 
prayers created by six extraordinary traditional singers and a crowd of  hundreds of  non-musicians, 
commissioned by Warsaw Autumn Festival 2014 and co-produced by MITO SettembreMusica Milan, Italy. 

REKA is a sonic investigation of  the essential role of  two primal elements in music, art, and culture. The first is 
the human voice—the most essential and ancient sonic tool of  all. The voice is an expression of  singularity and 
collectivity; of  the traditional nested cultural identity and of  the creative idiosyncrasies of  individual elements; 
a prosodic instrument of  precise communication and an abstract generator of  sound, always connected to its 
past and present, always vulnerable to a deviation from its specific cultural context. The second is the perceptive, 
aesthetic, and structural complementarity between protagonist and background, between definite and indefinite, 
between individual and collective. 

The orchestration of  REkA, coordinated simultaneously on the scene by two conductors, is based on 
the interaction between three groups: 
– a vocal “crowd” formed by a heterogeneous group of  participants with no need of  previous musical knowl-
edge following a “user-friendly” graphic/textual score;
–  six soloists of  rare ancient traditions from all around the world: Tibet, Sardinia, Mongolia, Tuva, South Africa, 
Bukhara. among them carriers of  some of  the most challenging extended vocal techniques possible;
 –  two solo percussionists playing a complex set of  gongs and metals as well as the insides of  a concert piano. 

Each of  these groups creates a system on its own and the overall work is experienced as an equilibrium 
between parallel complex systems rather than as a solution based on traditional structural paradigms. 

The involvement of  traditional musicians in a frame of  contemporary experimental creations has been an 
important element in Yuval’s creative path for a number of  years: from multimedia concerts with nomads in 
Kazakhstan (Slow Horizons, Almaty, Kazakhstan, 2006) to complex “icon - sonic operas” (SAMARITANS, 
Milan, Italy, 2010) and his Massive Sonic Work no. 3 for 100 gongs and bamboo players from nine coun-
tries of  Southeast Asia (KARAGATAN, City of  Dipolog, 2013). These works involve a complex process of  
ethnomusicological research, development of  graphic  solutions for notation and gestural conducting methods, 
and a delicate dialogue with the tradition carriers themselves. They oppose exoticism with Western-oriented 
fusion in which the archaic and contemporary are nested one into the other to create a transcultural aesthetic 
archetype and to deliver an unedited emotive experience. 

A key element in the collaboration with carriers of  ancient heritage is the need to establish a respectful dialogue 
with the artists who often (and most rightfully) see themselves as more than performers in the classic European 
meaning, but rather as spokespersons for their culture. An example is the encounter between Avital and Lama 
Samnet Yeshe Rinpoche for the pre-rehearsals of  REKA, in which the modifications of  some chants and rituals, 
and additional innovative possibilities of  performance were agreed by the Lama as he saw the work carried an 
important message of  peace and dialogue; he also agreed to sing a popular Tibetan song dedicated to mothers 
(which priests especially in his rank never sing) since the archetype of  motherhood in the Bön tradition carries 
an important role as a key to compassion.  On the opposite side, confronting a tradition such as the Zulu singing 
which is based on improvising harmonizations, rhythm pattern, and vocal effects (such as click language and 
complex whistles), invites a composer to create coherent codifications of  elements and then to give a large 



liberty to the artist involved to interact and create within a given frame, rather than to be a mere “performer” of  
elements. 

An additional challenge related to multicultural creation is the research to create a composition of  elements rather 
than a description of  individual behavior, or, in more simple words, creating a score that is not conditioned by an 
indispensable presence of  a certain individual—performer, conductor or composer—but a text that could be a 
point of  departure for new interpretations in the future. 

In order to achieve it, Avital needed to classify each of  the singers according to their techniques, musical systems 
and vocal range, and at the same time create a double definition for each element of  their singing—one which is 
functional (and thus interchangeable), and one which is descriptive (the traditional name of  the specific chosen 
element) which is coherent to the performer. This method gives the possibility to future performance of  this work 
with other performers (or traditions), in which the conductor will carry a role adapting the descriptive indications 
in the score, according to a dialogue he or she will create with new carriers of  traditions, without changing the 
function of  each element. In my belief, this new role of  a cultural mediator in the frame of  creative process could 
become more and more fundamental in the process of  transcultural art.  

The vocal crowd in REKA is composed of  hundreds of  residents of  the city where the work will be performed, 
who had been invited to form an unusually large organic. Opposed to the traditional choir, the crowd does not 
require prior musical knowledge or experience, since the graphic and textual score will suggest musical elements, 
imitations of  the natural world, pre-linguistic sounds, and onomatopoeic phonemes, creating complexity instead 
of  hierarchy and diversity instead of  homogeneity.  

The world wide web carries an important role in this project: social networks, mailing lists and forums will be used 
through an open-call to “recruit” the vocal crowd; online video tutorials and downloadable scores are used as an 
essential part of  the formation process. Avital explains: “the hyper-connectivity of  the web that has been changing 
in the recent years from passive exposure of  information to a desire to be active ... to express our unique 
individual sphere and to share, interact, connect. Crowd music is what it’s all about—using our voice both as a 
connector and resource to make art together, regardless to our social background, musical knowledge, age or 
origin.” (...)  





REKA, 2014





REKA



”The sonic people of Yuval Avital(...)a visionary work commissioned by 
the prestigious Warsaw Autumn Festival...“ (corriere della Sera, 2014, 
Italy)



“REKA mean in Hebrew ‘background’. The work deals with roots, cultural 
background, but also the aesthetic  background and its possibility to 
be recreated with voices. This composition is a commission of the Warsaw 
Autumn that uses an organic of masters of traditional singing and a vocal 
crowd of non-musicians.  Yuval Avital, its author, Israeli living in Milan, 
very often goes back to the traditional cultures (…) in REKA  there are 
rare moments of true solos - most of the time the traditions sing together, 
voices overlap -  because this work is not about presentation of ethnic or 
exotic shows, but - following the score of  Avital - a presentation of a 
meta-culture. The voice is transformed into an instrument,  transforming 
itself in many  different contexts.” 

(tadeusz Wielecki, Director of Warsaw Autumn Festival in an interview for 
Gazeta, 2014, Poland).



“Here is a clear and original example of 
massive opera : REKA, composed by Yuval 
Avital, a genuine event of a potentially 
planetary proportions that can include 
whomever wishes to participate in the piece 
(…)REKA is a collective transcultural ritual 
of Avital in which various layers of sound 
blossom and disappear constantly (…). This 
opera is an important evolution of his 
large-scale sonic works and crowd music”

(Il Venerdì magazine, 2014, Italy)

“A symphony created with music and singing. 
But also with cries, whispers, mutterings. 
With whistles, breaths, voices that mimic the 
sound of wind and ocean.”

(corriere della Sera daily, 2014, Italy)



“an important provocation to the ones that still divide and separate music 
from an Eurocentric prospective, created with  the crowd/choir and the 
sounds/voices of the REKA soloists, using a poly-vocal counterpoint of 
great emotion and strength…”

(La Repubblica daily, 2014, Italy)

“Yuval Avital is well known for his capacity of creating large scale 
challenging complex cultural projects. “REKA” establish a new decisive 
chapter in this chain of works”

(Giornale della Musica magazine, 2014, Italy)





REKA V.2, 2016
Massive Sonic Work for six extended vocal singers, two percussion soloists, 

two crowd music ensembles & visual.
Festival Aperto, Teatro Municipale “R. Valli”, Reggio Emilia, Italy



REKA V.2



“The voice of each of us is like a fingerprint: says who we are, what 
is our history and what we’re made. At the same time, it would seem that 
the Mass disperses the sound characteristics of the individual, giving 
more value to quantity than quality. To not you agree with that is 
Yuval Avital, the Israeli musician and composer who for years pursuing a 
project, to bring forth the beauty, the visionary poetry that the Crowd, 
perhaps without knowing it, preserves.”

(La Stampa daily, 2016, Italy)



“You really can’t choose where to lay eyes - to the crowd in which each is 
illuminated by cute shining lights all around you - or toward the stage as 
coloured pictorial images keep changing, or toward the soloists sitter on 
high black chairs or the two percussionists which perform as real tightrope 
walkers”

(Gazzetta di Reggio, 2016, Italy)



“Whispers and shouts in the belly of the world: Reka Re by Yuval 
Avital mesmerized Valli Opera House”

(7per24, 2016, Italy)





SILENT QUARTET, 2015
for string quartet, video, soundtrack & live electronics

Est-Ovest Festival, Turin & Genoa, Italy



UtOPIE N.1 “RAYOL”
(UtOPIAS N.1)

video-art & soundtrack

2013



Created in two versions:

- Performance version with Percussions 
soloist, video & tape 
(Premiere Verdi Conservatory, Milan)

- Installation version
(2016, Studi Festival, Milan)

Duration - 24 Minutes

 



Gerald c. cupchik, “the Aesthetics of Emotion”, 
cambridge University Press, 2016. ISBN 978-1-107-02445-8 











 VISUALS FROM UTOPIE N.1 - “Rayol”
installation version for tape & video at Studi Festival, Milan 2016;

concert version with solo percussions at Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan 2013.





UTOPIE N.1, 2013



NOISE FOR SYD

in memory of Syd Barrett

ICON-SONIC OPERA

2013



• 7 musicians

• 2 dancers using also voice

• analogue & digital projections

• light show

• body painting

• scenography

• costumes

• masks

Duration - 1H10M

Festival Aperto, teatro cavalerizza, 
Reggio Emilia, Italy 
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NOISE FOR SYD, 2013 
I





NOISE FOR SYD, 2013





NOISE FOR SYD, 2013



OtOt

ICON SONIC SYMPHONY
2013



• Extended chamber orchestra

• 5 percussions soloists

• 3 accordion soloists

• visuals

• live electronics

Duration - 1 hour

Opening of the 200th symphonic season 
of teatro Sociale di como, Italy  





OTOT, 2013 



“Yuval Avital is a fascinating musician that succeeds in 
transmitting his passion with a disarming transparency”

(Il corriere della Sera daily, Italy 22 January 2013)



“Arriving the most surreal show of the year: OTOT by Yuval 
Avital”

(Vanity Fair Magazine, Italy January 2013)





visuals from OTOT





visuals from OTOT



UNFOLDING SPAcE

ICON-SONIC CONCERT

SPAcES UNFOLDED

SOUND INSTALLATION

2012



• CONCERT for electric guitar, live 
electronics, visuals and sonic 
translations of the cosmic space

• Installation for 120 tapes, 
10 loudspeakers, A.I. system, visuals

* both projects created
in collaboration with NASA & ESA 
scientists and research centers.

BergamoScienza, Italy  





UNFOLDING SPACE, 2012
multi-media concert for electric  guitar, live electronics, video 

and sonic translations of the cosmic space,
In collaboration with NASA & ESA scientists.

BergamoScienza, Italy









visuals from UNFOLDING SPACE





visuals from UNFOLDING SPACE



“Cosmic energies, pulses of stars, electromagnetic radiations 
become a choir and through the music renders the perception of 
the Deep Space (...) the energy becomes music, the scientific 
and cosmic materials become sound.”
(Style Magazine, Italy October 2012)



“(...) an ambitious project which unites personalities of 
undoubted scientific and artistic value”
(InSound Magazine, Italy January 2013, 5 pages interview 
regarding Unfolding Space & Spaces Unfolded)



GARON

MASSIVE SONIC WORK

2012



• 45 tubas

• 6 percussions

• choir

• extended vocal technique soloists

• live electronics

Duration: ~50 minutes

* closing concert Dirty corner by Anish 
Kapoor. La Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan  





GARON, 2012 
Massive Sonic Work for 45 tubas, 6 percussions, choir, vocal soloists & live electronics. 

Closing event of Dirty Corner by Anish Kapoor.
La Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan



“a talent of the international contemporary music scene”
(DOMUS magazine, January 2012)



ABItARE Magazine, 
25 January 2012





 LIGHT RECORDINGS N.2/41 CAMARGUE (2014)





LEILIT, 2011 
Icon-Sonic Opera for a recorders consort, an accordion consort, piano, 

improvising soloist using live electronics, two keis cantors & video
Romaeuropa Festival, Rome





MISE EN ABÎME , 2011
Massive Sonic Work for a crowd of 100 persons, 34 accordions, soloists & 4 conductors

RAI studios, Milan



SAMARItANS

ICON-SONIC OPERA
2010



• Small orchestra

• Samaritan choir

• video

• tape

• live electronics

Duration- 1H:10M

Mito SettembreMusica, Milan  













Nicola Scaldaferri, “Audiovisual Ethnography: New Paths for Research and 

Representation in Ethnomusicology” from “Musical Listening in the Age of 

technological Reproduction”, Ashgate, 2015 ISBN - ISBN 9781472442161





SAMARITANS





SAMARITANS



“Not a simple staging of the most ancient living population 
of the Mediterranean, but rather a journey of the Occidental 
culture toward them, in which are narrated hopes, fears, 
holiness and daily.”

(Enrico Parola, corriere della sera daily, September 2010)

“Samaritans could be understood as a documentary, a contemporary 
opera, a mystical-liturgical ritual of undoubted expressive 
force. A demonstration of what could be achieved through 
bridging millenarian cultures and the most advanced technologies 
in the service of art.”  

(Insound magazine, October 2010)



classic Voice Magazine: Samaritans Opera at the top in the 
must-see events list of Mito SettembreMusica Festival’s 2010 
edition

“A contemporary opera which blends ancient chants and multimedia 
(..) a journey between archaic rituals and modern check-points 
of a war zone.”

(Simona Spaventa, La repubblica daily, September 2010)





HARBOURS - WOMANWATER (2013) (upper left)

HARBOURS - CRANES (2013) (upper right)

HARBOURS - EYEFISHER (2013) (lower right)

HARBOURS - OLD HARBOUR EXPOSED (2013) (lower left)





KOLOT, 2008
Icon-Sonic Opera for 12 traditional singers, mixed ensemble, video & live electronics

Premiere in various theatres, Italy



SLOW HORIZONS, 2006
multimedia concert for 12 Kazakh nomad musicians, storyteller, dancers, video & guitar

Almaty, Kazakhstan 



SLOW HORIZONS, 2006
multimedia concert for 12 Kazakh nomad musicians, storyteller, dancers, video & guitar

Almaty, Kazakhstan 



Academic publications regarding the work of Yuval:
- Nicola Scaldaferri, “Audiovisual Ethnography: New Paths for Research and Representation in 
Ethnomusicology” from “Musical Listening in the Age of Technological Reproduction”, Ashgate, 2015 
ISBN - ISBN 9781472442161

- Gerald C. Cupchik, “The Aesthetics of Emotion”, Cambridge University Press, 2016. ISBN 978-1-
107-02445-8 HARDBACK

CHOSEN PERFORMED / EXHIBITED WORKS:
16 November - 10 December 2017
VARIATIONS ON HARMONIC TREMOR - MONOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION 
large scale solo exhibition including 427 prints, 12 hours of multimedia installations and a new Sound 
Sculpture
National Science Museum Leonardo da Vinci, Milan, Italy
15 October - 5 November 2017
ICON-SONIC POSTCARDS TRYPTIC N.1 - REGGIO EMILIA POSTCARDS 
Site-specific Icon-Sonic installation, triptych projection, 15 loudspeakers, 7 light-boxes
Festival Aperto, Reggio Emilia, Italy

OPEN FENCE - Sound Sculpture
1km of iron, 12 tons of weight, 64 metres of length, 4 metres of height, over 320 tubular bells, 900 
meters of stainless steel strings; largest Sound Sculpture ever created in Italy.
East End Studios, Milan, Italy, 21 June 2017

REQUIEM MONUMENTALE - Part 1 - massive sonic works / Choral
- “Foresta Manzoni” for a marching brass band of 100 elements 
- “Ed è subito sera” for 14 indipendant voices choir. 

Monumental Cemetary of Milan, 14 May 2017

THREE GRADES OF FOREIGNNESS - monographic exhibition 
large scale solo exhibition including three new installations and visual artworks.
La Fabbrica del Cioccolato Foundation, Valle di Blenio, Switzerland, 22 April - 01 August 2017

REKA RE V. 2 - Massive Sonic Work 
for six extended vocal singers, two percussion soloists, two crowd music ensembles & visual.
Festival Aperto, Teatro Municipale “R. Valli”, Reggio Emilia, Italy 1 October 2016.  

IZAAC & DEBORAH - Installation for video & electronics

Contaminafro, Triennale di Milano, Italy 26 September 2015. 

FUGA PERPETUA - Icon-Sonic Opera 

for an ensemble, visuals, mobile sound theater and a vocal crowd
Performing: Meitar Ensemble. With the sponsorship of UNHCR and of the International Theatre 
Institute, UNESCO
Premieres:  Teatro Comunale “L. Pavarotti” Modena, Italy 12 March 2016, Brighton Festival, UK 
20 May 2016; Tel Aviv Museum September 2017.

MULTIPLICATIONS N.1 - Chamber music & electronics

for viola, Saxophone, Percussions, analogue synthesizer & live mixing .
Commission: Tempo Reale Premiere: Closing event of Tempo Reale Festival, Florence, Italy 10 
0ctober 2015. 



RIVERS - Performance 

for a vocal crowd of refugees and loudspeakers
Premiere: Opening of Terzo Paradiso Center by Michelangelo Pistoletto, Biella, Italy 26 September 2015. 

FIELDS - installation 

for multiple loudspeakers. 
Premiere: I Maestri del Paesaggio, Piazza Vecchia & Giardino Tresoldi, Bergamo, Italy 05-20 September 
2015. 

ALMA MATER - Icon-Sonic installation 

for a forest of 140 loudspeakers, legendary etoile of Teatro Alla Scala e lacemakers, in dialogue with Il Terzo 
Paradiso by Michelangelo Pistoletto. 
Premiere: Fabbirca del Vapore, Milan, July-August 2015.

HORIZON & SIREN - chamber music

for alto sax & viola 
Premiere: Cantiere Internazionale d’Arte, Montepulciano, Italy July 2015 .

KANAF - Chamber music, video & live electronics

for bass clarinet, tape, video & live electronics 
Premiere: ClarinetFest, Conde Duque Cultural Center, Madrid, Spain July 2015. 

SILENT QUARTET - Chamber Music, video & live electronics 

for string quartet, video, soundtrack & live electronics.
Premiere: Est-Ovest Festival, Turin & Genoa, Italy, October 2015, performing Xenia Ensemble 
(Commissioned by Festival).

REKA - Massive Sonic Work 

for six traditional singers, two percussions and a crowd of hundreds of voices. Premiere: MiTo 
SettembreMusica, Milan, Italy and Warsaw Autumn Festival, Poland, September 2014. Commissioned by 
Warsaw Autumn Festival.

MUSIC FOR SEVEN N°3 - Chamber music

for 7 contrabass tubas; 
Premiere 4 Italian Low Brass Festival, Segrate, April 2014. 

NOISE FOR SYD - Icon-Sonic opera n.4 in memory of Syd Barrett
Premiere Festival Aperto, Reggio Emilia, Italy, November 2013.

UTOPIE N.1 -  “Rayol” - Chamber music, video & electronics version

for percussions, tape & video. 
Premiere Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan, Italy, September 2013.
 

KARAGATAN - Massive Sonic Work 

for 100 traditional performers of gong & metal percussions. Premiere closing event of Tunog- Tugan 1st 
International Gong & Bamboo Festival, Dipolog city, Philippines. February 2013.



OTOT - Symphonic, video & live electronics 

for chamber orchestra, 5 percussions, 3 accordions, video & live electronics. 
Premiere Teatro Sociale di Como, Italy, January 2013.

SPACE UNFOLDED - Sound installation 

for 8 speakers, 40 tapes & artificial intelligence system. 

UNFOLDING SPACE - Chamber music, video & electronics

Concerto for electric guitar, live electronics, video and sonic translations of the cosmic space. In 
collaboration with NASA & ESA scientists. 
Premiere BergamoScienza, Italy, October 2012.

GARON - Massive Sonic Work 

for 45 tubas, 6 percussions, choir, vocal soloists & live electronics. 
Premiere Anish Kapoor, closing event at La Fabbrica del Vapore, Milan, Italy, January 2012.

MUSIC FOR SEVEN N°1  - Chamber music

for 7 tenor recorders; 

MUSIC FOR SEVEN N°6   - Chamber music

for 7 accordions; 

PIANO SONATA   - Chamber music 

Premieres at Romaeuropa Festival, Rome, Italy, October 2011. 

LEILIT - Icon-Sonic opera n.3 

for a recorders consort, an accordion consort, piano, improvising soloist using live electronics, two keis 
cantors & video. 
Premiere Romaeuropa Festival, Rome, Italy, October 2011.

DIMDUM - Chamber music

for bass flute. 
Premiere Como, Italy, April 2011.

MISE EN ABÎME - Massive Sonic Work

For a crowd of 100 persons, 34 accordions, soloists & 4 conductors. 
Premiere RAI studios, Milan, Italy, February 2011.

SAMARITANS - Icon-Sonic opera n.2 

Premiere MiTo SettembreMusica Festival, Teatro Nuovo, Milan, Italy, September 2010.

CORPO - Performance/Installation 

for two dancers & live electronics. 



Premiere: Fondazione A. Pomodoro, Milan Italy., April 2010. 

LEFKARA MOIRAI - Multimedia concert

for 4 musicians, 2 singers, video, actor, craftsmen & live electronics. 
Premiere Lefkara Festival, Cyprus, August 2009.

KOLOT - Icon-Sonic opera N.1

for 12 traditional singers, mixed ensemble, video & live electronics. 
Premiere in various theatres, Italy, October 2008.

ENVIRONMENTS EXPLORATION - solo guitar performance. 
Premiere Miami Art Basel, Casa Fendi, Miami, USA, December 2007.

CAVE CANEM - Music for stage

Music for 12 dancers/vocalists, guitar & electronics (choreographers Avi Kaiser & Sergio Antonino). 

Premieres Duisburg, Bielefeld, Modena, Germany/ Italy, May 2007 – March 2008. 

BDIDUT FOR SCORDATURA GUITAR - Chamber music
Premiere. Toronto Performing Arts Center, George Washington hall, Canada, October, 2007.

SOUND/ VISUALS TRANSFORMATION OF OSTIENSE TRAIN STATION
Special production for La Notte Bianca di Roma, September 2007.

PACKMAN VS. ESCHER - Performance

for 16 dancers 
Biarteca festival, Biella, Italy, 2006, 2007.

SLOW HORIZONS - Multi-media concert

For 12 Kazakh nomad musicians, storyteller, dancers, video & Guitar. 
Premiere Almaty, Kazakhstan, May 2006.

TRIALOGO FESTIVAL (2006, 2007, 2009)
Creation, artistic direction and performance   
25 concerts involving 50 artists, performers & musicians from all around the world. 
Main location: Fondazione Pistoletto, concerts and tours in various cities in Italy. 

STUDIES:
The Jerusalem Contemporary music Center (Jazz & improvisation 1992-1995)

Jerusalem Music Academy (Classical guitar, 1998-2002)

Angelo Gilardino Soloists class, Vercelli, Italy (Classical guitar, 2003-2006)

Conservatorio G. Verdi, Milan, Italy (Electronic music & composition, 2007-2008)



office@yuvalavital.com
www.yuvalavital.com


